Does the study involve more than **minimal risk**?

- **NO**
  - Does the study meet the criteria for **Exemption Review**?
    - **NO**
    - Does the study meet the criteria of one or more of the **categories** for **Expedited Review**?
      - **NO**
      - **YES**
        - Convened IRB review required
          - 1. Complete **Exemption Application**
          - 2. Complete **PORF**
          - 3. Submit applicable forms to OIRB for review
            - No submission deadlines
        - **YES**
          - 1. Complete **Human Subjects Protocol**
          - 2. Complete **PORF**
          - 3. Submit applicable forms to OIRB for review
            - No submission deadlines.
    - **YES**
      - 1. Complete **Exemption Application**
      - 2. Complete **PORF**
      - 3. Submit applicable forms to OIRB for review
        - No submission deadlines.

- **YES**
  - 1. Complete **Exemption Application**
  - 2. Complete **PORF**
  - 3. Submit applicable forms to OIRB for review
    - No submission deadlines.

**Which review is right for me?**
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